The CAMA Talent Marketplace connects companies, in real time, with candidates based on their specifications. Companies post jobs confidentially, and candidates track their skills, training, and certifications confidentially. Then OpHaus makes the match when both parties are ready.

JOIN THE VIRTUAL JOB FAIR TO HIRE QUALIFIED TALENT

How does the Talent Marketplace work?

**Match**
Candidates track their skills, training, and certifications, and companies post their open opportunities. OpHaus utilizes a skill-focused match process to connect talent and companies without bias. OpHaus makes the match and allows you to connect directly.

**Career Story**
People are more than words on a resume. The Talent Marketplace encourages professionals to tell their career story and build a digital history of accomplishments, results, and skills. This builds the talent pipeline and shortens the time to that conversation when a company is ready to hire.

**Benefits for Job Seekers**

- **OpHaus Digital Resume**
  Resumes submitted on a job board become stale, and Word documents are clunky. The Talent Marketplace encourages candidates to track their accomplishments and results. It is easily updated and downloadable.

- **Accomplishment Validator Tool**
  Skills and results are validated using the Accomplishment Validator Tool. Candidates showcase their wins and control how and when their career data is shared, allowing them to own their career trajectory.

**Join the Spring 2020 Virtual Job Fair**

- **Basic Plan - $225/month**
  Unlimited Job Postings for 3 Months — Just mention CAMA to get the Special Spring 2020 Pricing

GET STARTED TODAY AT ColoradoManufacturing.org/Talent or contact info@OpHaus.com